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Owlkids. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Monica Arnaldo (illustrator). Hardcover. 40 pages.
Dimensions: 10.2in. x 8.5in. x 0.5in.Arto has lived his whole life in the snowy, cold North and six
years is a long time. When his mom gets a new job and the family prepares to spend a year in the
South, Arto is not happy at all. Hes just going to act as if there isnt any difference. In the new
Southern landscape of prickly plants, strange birds, and a big, hot sun, Arto stubbornly dons his
winter uniform of boots, mittens, coat, and knit cap day after day. Its worth the stuffy, sweaty,
overheated feeling if he can pretend hes still in the North. But when Arto makes a new friend, Ana,
he slowly sheds his layers and discovers that its not such a bad idea to adapt to your surroundings.
When his year in the South is over, Arto understands there is a way to cope with another move while
keeping the memory of his Southern adventure alive. A relatable story with a memorable character,
Artos Big Move uses a gentle touch to convey an important message about adapting to change.
Grade: 2Fountas and Pinnel: LReading Recovery:...
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ReviewsReviews

Comprehensive guide for pdf fanatics. It is filled with knowledge and wisdom It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read
the book.
-- Valentin Thompson-- Valentin Thompson

An incredibly great ebook with lucid and perfect explanations. It is actually rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. It is extremely di icult to leave
it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Josefina Yundt-- Josefina Yundt
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